Corrections

This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER contains editorial corrections of previously published Presidential, Rule, Proposed Rule, and Notice documents. These corrections are prepared by the Office of the Federal Register. Agency prepared corrections are issued as signed documents and appear in the appropriate document categories elsewhere in this issue.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Natural Resources Conservation Service

7 CFR Chapter VI and Part 620
RIN 0578-AA15

Wetlands Reserve Program

Correction

In rule document 95-13161 beginning on page 28511, in the issue of Thursday, June 1, 1995, make the following corrections:

1. On page 28511, in the third column, under SUMMARY:, insert a comma after "Food".
2. On the same page, in the same column, in the same paragraph, in the eighth line, "Secretary" should read "Secretary".
3. On the same page, in the same column, in the same paragraph, in the 14th line, remove the comma after "1994".
4. On the same page, in the same column, in the same paragraph, in the 16th line, "Service" should read "Service".

§620.2 [Corrected]
5. On page 28515, in the third column, in §620.2, in the definition for "Wetland functions and values," in paragraph (1), in the first line, "Habit" should read "Habitat".

§620.4 [Corrected]
6. On page 28516, in the third column, in §620.4 (d) (3), in the fifth line, "is" should be removed.
7. On page 28517, in the first column, in §620.4 (d) (3) (iv), in the fifth line, "neutral" should read "natural".
8. On the same page, in the same column, in §620.4 (f), in the third line, "WKP" should read "WRP".

§620.12 [Corrected]
9. On page 28519, in the second column, in §620.12 (a) (1), in the third line, "number" should read "mutual".

§620.14 [Corrected]
10. On the same page, in the third column, in §620.14 (d), in the first line, "states" should read "States".

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

[Project Nos. 2525-004, 2595-005, 2522-002, 2546-001, 2560-001, 2581-002]

Wisconsin Public Service Corp.; Notice of Intent to Prepare a Multiple-Project Environmental Impact Statement and to Conduct Site Visits and Public Scoping Meetings

Correction

In notice document 95–14970 appearing on page 32148, in the issue of Tuesday, June 20, 1995, in the third column, the project numbers should read as set forth above.

BILLING CODE 1505-01-D

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

Electronic Filing of Part 84 Respirator Approval and Certification Applications; Meeting

Correction

In notice document 95–14493 appearing on page 31319 in the issue of Wednesday, June 14, 1995, make the following corrections:

In the second column:

A. The Date entry of the June 29, 1995, meeting should correspond to the Place entry "Lakeview Resort & Conference Center, Governor's Ball Rooms 1-3, Morgantown, West Virginia 26505."

B. The Date entry of the June 30, 1995, meeting should correspond to the Place entry "NIOSH Facility, 1095 Willowdale Road, Room 138, Morgantown, West Virginia 26505". 

BILLING CODE 1505-01-D